Installation Considerations for 4REm Motorcycles

*Designed to fit any motorcycle type with 1 DVR, 1 Display, 1 or 2 waterproof cameras, 1 Wireless Radio, and 1 HiFi Microphone & Base.*

**FITS:**
Honda, BMW, Victory, & Harley Davidson

1. The 4RE DVR (60 GB SSD Hard Drive only), HiFi mic/base, and optional POE/Wireless Radio need to be installed securely in a dry location.
2. Be sure the Display, cameras, and cables are not obstructing any motion of wheels, handlebars, and suspension.
3. The HiFi Mic antenna is not waterproof. It needs to be installed in the storage box (preferably toward the front).
4. Only hook-up power and ground to an auxiliary battery (if present).
5. Since we do not use High Definition cameras on 4REm motorcycle system, make sure the front camera port is NOT used. Connect the camera cable to the “Camera 2” port on the back of the DVR.
6. Use waterproof (adhesive lined) heat shrink on all connections that may be exposed to the elements.

Sample pictures of 2015 BMW to aid in the installation:

*Figure 1: BMW type used in next pictures*
Figure 2: View of Camera mounted in front right side

Figure 3: Views of inside rear box with DVR, Wireless Base, and antenna mounted

Figure 4: View of Display mounted on handlebars
Figure 5: Views of Camera mounted on the rear of the motorcycle

NOTE: 4REm motorcycle systems should only be installed by a WatchGuard certified installer who also has extensive knowledge of how to assemble and disassemble motorcycles. Please don’t hesitate to contact customer support at 800-605-6734 if needed.